
MATERIALS:
•  Encrusted Connector Heart (HRC006SP)
•  Clasp with End Caps (SS5011)
•  Mini Macrame board  (# MWB10)
•   .8mm Chinese knotting cord (# KC08BLK-15) 
•  Hypo cement  glue (#BTC20)
•  Tweezer

1.  Cut 1 piece of .8mm Chinese Knotting Cord about 20” 
long and insert into the loop in one side of the clasp 
(SEE ABOVE IMAGE), pull so the 2 sides are even and 
slide the bottom end of cord into the middle bottom 
slot of the macrame board to hold it in place.  Cut a 
small piece of cord to hold the clasp to the top of the 
macrame board. (IMAGE 1) 
 
Cut another piece of Chinese Knoting Cord about 1 
yards long (this will become the knotting cords).  Find 
the middle of the knotting cord, slip under the filler cord 
and slide to the top of the filler cord. 
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2.   Now we will begin making square knots with the knotting cords over the filler cord.  Start with the cord to the right 
side of the filler cord.  Lay it over the filler cord horizontally forming a loop on right (figure 2).  Take left cord and place 
over horizontal cord, (figure 3),  then underneath all cords and up through loop on right (figure 4). Pull both knotting 
cords out and tight. That’s 1/2 of the square knot 
(figure 5). 

3.   Repeating step 2,  but take the left cord and lay over the filler 
cord horizontally forming a loop on left.  Take right cord and 
place over horizontal cord, then underneath all cords and up 
through loop on left. (figure 6)  Pull both knotting cords out 
and tight.  Completing a square knot.

4.   Repeat Steps 2 & 3 to make approximately 15-17 square knots.

5.   Take the middle cords and thread through one end of the 
encrusted connector. Fold cords over so that you can tie 
another 2-3 square knots around them.  Trim off any excess 
middle cords.

6.   Take the excess knotting cords, and feed them back up into the 
square knots. I use a tweezer to help pull them up threw. Add a 
touch of hypo cement to keep them in place, and trim excess.

7.   Repeat all steps again starting at Step One only use the other 
end of the clasp and work your way down to the other loop of 
the connector. 
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